MOHEX WOLVE PANORAMEX total result MOHEX 3-0 4-0 7-0 gold WOLVE 0-3 4-0 4-3 silver PANORAMEX 0-4 0-4 0-8 bronze
THE GAMES
For analysis, for each game we found the earliest position that SOLVER could solve in a short period of time (from a few minutes to an hour, depending on our interest). At each node in its search tree, SOLVER performs virtual-connection and inferior cell analysis. The latter allows many inferior moves to be pruned from the search; the former allows the computation of a mustplay region: any move outside this region is a loss for the player to move next. SOLVER has the same virtual-connection and inferior cell engines as MOHEX and WOLVE.
Round 1. Double round robin with 11 games -the scheduled 12th game was not needed. 
CONCLUSIONS
In Hex as in many other games, this year's champion uses Monte Carlo tree search. However, WOLVE uses only 2 threads (one to select moves, one to solve). In recent single-thread fixed-time tests (60 s/game and 300 s/game), WOLVE won 57% of the games against MOHEX. So parallelizing WOLVE's move selection might help.
PANORAMEX's debut performance was stronger than its record indicates. It played some strong openings and was unlucky not to win Game 1. Using virtual connections and/or inferior cells might help.
MOHEX's performance was weaker than its record indicates. Its opening play was sporadic. Adding prior knowledge before simulations might help.
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